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ENSURE YOUR SUCCESS
INTRODUCTION

MOBILE COMPUTING DILEMMA

To stay competitive in today’s business landscape,
companies need multifaceted capabilities that align
people, processes and the right technology around their
organizational goals. However, no one company possesses
all of the resources needed to develop and manage the
robust systems that drive success and trying to do it alone
can prove difficult and costly. As a result, collaborating with a
technology partner is a smart way to both augment internal
resources and create innovative solutions to solve complex
problems. Choosing a partner requires planning throughout
each stage of the selection process to ensure that the
partner, the technology and the strategy are aligned for
success. That is why the world’s largest and most recognized
brands choose Manhattan Associates.

Updating your mobile computing devices portfolio
is necessary to develop an agile workforce. However,
the process can be challenging, especially when the
organization is moving to a new operating system.

Manhattan is a global technology vendor of supply chain,
omnichannel and demand forecasting and planning
software. Our legacy as the most innovative company in our
industry has been recognized by leading analysts, including
Gartner, Forrester and Nucleus Research. Today, 70 percent
of the world’s top 20 retailers partner with Manhattan for our
suite of software and hardware solutions and the expertise
of our Enterprise Mobility team.

Organizations that have decided to change will have to
contend with other challenges. They are burdened with
having to frame the end-to-end device rollout strategy. If the
organization does not have the domain expertise to develop
an integrated hardware strategy — from assessment
through implementation and support — managing the
process without a partner can be devastating, with setbacks
hindering productivity and constraining innovation.

Manhattan Enterprise Mobility is the mobile computing
and robotics team at Manhattan Associates. It serves as
a single point of accountability for design, consultation,
implementation and support for end-to-end mobile
computing and hardware for warehouse and retail needs.
Business and technology leaders are investing more — in
time and capital — to improve efficiencies and process
workflows within their organizations because every highvalue improvement is a strategic advantage for them. To
get the most from their software and mobile computing
solutions, the two technologies should be integrated and
aligned to the business goals. That means having a clear
vision for what hardware is best suited to your software
architecture and establishing configuration standards
and enterprise control for ongoing support of the device
portfolio.
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Today, migrating from a Windows CE mobile operating
system is no longer optional for many organizations. Android
has become the standard operating system for the future of
mobile computing devices in warehouses and retail stores.
Organizations using a mixed portfolio of devices — often
spanning two or three generations — face the greatest risk
with having to support and manage aging devices. Support
costs for older technology, as a result of obsolescence or
decommissioning, can be astronomical.

IMPLEMENTING AN
ENTERPRISE-CLASS MOBILITY
SOLUTION WITH MANHATTAN

FUTURE PROOFING DEVICES
WITH FLEXIBLE ACQUISITION
PROGRAM

For most organizations, optimizing a large population of
enterprise mobile computing devices can be taxing on an
already constrained IT resource. And optimizing the use of
mobile devices to work with supply chain applications just
exacerbates the issues. There are many elements to discover
and questions that need to be answered in the process.
Business leaders want to understand the economic value
of a transition. They want to know how the devices will be
properly and securely managed.

To keep your associates always current and always ready for
optimal productivity and peak performance, Manhattan has
created a flexible device acquisition program that helps our
customers keep pace with technology innovation cycles.
Through our flexible device acquisition program, we’re
reducing risk and increasing the benefits of migrating to an
Android OS mobile computing device. Now, organizations
can refresh their current devices while working on their nextgeneration plans. Keeping devices current and uniform also
eliminates many of the costs (and headaches) associated
with supporting legacy technology.

Finding the answers can be difficult when mobility
management is not your business. And the larger and more
complex the project, the harder it can be to determine the
optimal execution strategy.
The Manhattan Enterprise Mobility team helps to eliminate
those concerns, offering an inclusive enterprise solution
to help business and IT supply chain leaders improve the
acquisition, integration, control and governance of their
mobile computing strategy.
Over the years, Manhattan Enterprise Mobility has
developed industry best practices to help businesses reduce
total cost of ownership and improve process efficiency with
the best-fit mobile device solutions for their supply chain and
retail networks.
Through an ecosystem of strategic partners, Manhattan’s
team of experienced consultants provides optimized
guidance, planning and support. It’s a complete device
management program that reduces capital expenses
while seamlessly integrating modern mobile technology to
optimize business workflows and streamline operations.

Manhattan Enterprise Mobility makes implementing even
the most extensive mobile strategy a straightforward and
efficient experience.

A PARTNER ECOSYSTEM TO
ENSURE YOUR SUCCESS
Manhattan Enterprise Mobility team has built a complete
partner ecosystem specially designed around our customers’
business needs. The extent of these partnerships goes well
beyond a reseller relationship, including several leading
mobile computing technology and robotic solutions
providers.
We work closely on leading-edge product development
and have passed rigorous vendor certification programs.
Working collaboratively with our partners, we recognized
the impact created with Windows Mobile CE’s exit from
the mobile computing space. For this reason, we codeveloped TouchWarehouse, the industry’s most intuitive
and robust warehouse application, running on an Android
OS touchscreen device. TouchWarehouse was purpose-built
to support critical supply chain efficiency and the integration
needs of our customers.
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WHY MANHATTAN?
OPTIMIZED PLANNING AND SUPPORT
Our dedicated, experienced consultants provide a turnkey solution to lower the burden on your internal IT staff.
– Dedicated in-house hardware services team delivers implementation expertise and provides ongoing support
– A cohesive solution closely aligned with Manhattan PSO and CSO software project teams
– Expertise and guidance delivered on device integration with both Manhattan and third-party solutions
– Project pre-planning support as well as functional and technical design services for transformational solutions

HARMONIZED TECHNOLOGY SOURCING
Rich partner network and extensive device expertise
– Value added reseller (VAR) and/or independent solution vendor (ISV) for several major device manufacturers
– Member of the partner council with access to new product designs and a test partner for top-tier vendors,
such as Zebra and Honeywell, to provide feedback and serve as the voice of the customer
– Extensive product knowledge, insights and experience in pairing the right hardware with the right software to
ensure maximum utilization and performance

PERSONALIZED DEVICE MANAGEMENT
AND ACQUISITION
Turn-key device management, complementary software solutions and flexibility
– Flexible, turnkey device management options, such as imaging, commissioning and support, from initial
distribution to return/replace/repair
– Purpose-built mobility solutions codeveloped with our partners and designed to ease the migration to
modern mobile devices
– Traditional or flexible device acquisition options

To learn more, contact us at
DL_EnterpriseMobility@manh.com
or +1 (877) 596-9208.
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